About St. John's College
St. John's College, with campuses in Annapolis and
Santa Fe, N.M., offers a single liberal arts curriculum
leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree. Through the
Graduate Institute, a course of liberal arts studies
leading to a Master of Arts degree is also offered.
The inter-disciplinary undergraduate curriculum is
based on the reading and discussion of about 130 great
books-literature, philosophy, theology, political
theory, history, economics, psychology, mathematics,
natural science, and music.
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o not perceive t h at a
mathematical mind ... has any
advantage over an equally acute mind
not mathematical, in perceiving the
nature and power of a natural
principle of action. It cannot of itself
introduce the knowledge of any new
principle. Dealing with any and every
amount of static electricity, the
mathematical mind ... has foretold
results which the experimentalist can
do no more than verify. But it could
not discover dynamic electricity, nor
electro-magnetism, nor magnetoelectricity ... Let us, if we can, discover
a new thing in any shape; the true
appearance and character will be
easily developed afterwards."

At St. John's, there are no textbooks, lectures, or
written exams. Students read the original texts in all
disciplines, all classes take the form of discussions,
and there are no tests-students are evaluated on
their classroom participation and written papers.
Teachers are called "tutors" rather than "professors"
because they guide discussions rather than profess
correct answers. Classes are small and the faculty to
student ratio is one to eight. In addition to twice-weekly
seminars, students take four years of mathematics,
three years of science, two years of ancient Greek, two
years of French, and ayear of music.
St. John's students all begin as freshmen whatever their
previous educational background; they may transfer
between the campuses -since the curriculum is
identical. The college is co-educational and has no
religious affiliation. Enrollment on each campus is
approximately 450.
Conference committee:
Howard Fisher, Marilyn Higuera, Erik Sageng
Conference information at
www.sjca.edu/ events/index.phtml
Funding for this conference has been
provided by The Dibner Fund.
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Schedule of Conference Events

<Friday) JVlarch 3 0
4:30p.m.
An historical re-enactment of Lecture I from
Faraday's "The Chemical History of a Candle"
- one of Faraday's Young People Lectures
by Grant Franks, Tutor, St. John's College,
Santa Fe.
Conversation Room

8:15 p.m.
Opening lecture: "Was Faraday a Mathematician?" by Thomas King Simpson, Tutor
Emeritus, St. John's College.
Francis Scott Key Auditorium

Saturday) JVlarch 3 l

Held in the Greenfield Library
Mai·ch 30 through April 27, 2001

2:00 - 3:30 p.m.
Lecture:" 'To command nature, obey her laws':
Faraday's Career as a Scientific Advisor"
.
by Dr. Frank A. J. L. James, Reader in History of
Science, The Royal Institution of Great Britain.
Conversation Room

3:30 - 4:00 p.m
Refreshments
Francis Scott Key Lobby

4:00 - 5:30 p.m.
Lecture: "Michael Faraday's 'Beautiful Gold':
Cognitive Practices in Experimental Science"
by Dr. Ryan Tweney, Department of
Psychology, Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio.
Conversation Room

8:30 - 9:30 a.m.
Continental breakfast
Francis Scott Key Lobby

9:30 - 11:00 a.m.
Lecture: "Thresholds ofVisibility: the Faraday
Phenomenon" by Dr. David Gooding, Science
Studies Centre, Department of Psychology,
University of Bath, United Kingdom.
Conversation Room

11:00 a.m - 12:30 p.m.
Presentations of Faraday experiments by
St. John's College students.
Francis Scott Key Lobby

Exhibition of Books and
Scientific Instruments

Sunday) April l
8:30 - 9:30 a.m.
Continental breakfast
Francis Scott Key Lobby

9:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Roundtable discussion of Faraday's "Lecture
on Mental Education." Led by Thomas King
Simpson and Howard Fisher. Copies of the
reading will be available.
Conversation Room
All events are free and open to the public.

• First Editiqns of Michael Faraday's works:
Experimental Researches in Electricity,
three volumes
A course of six lectures on the V<uious forces
of matte1· (1860)
A course of six lectures on the chemical
history of a candle ( 1861)
Courtesy Burntly Library of the Dibner Institute for
the History of Science and Technology
. Several volumes from the St. John's College Library
collection, including Faraday's Chemical
Manipulation
• Models and Scientific Instruments:
Plate friction machine - Machines of this sort
electrified a rotating glass plate or cylinder by friction
with silk or other material. They were the primary
sources of" ordinary" electricity (our "static"
electricity) for experimental purposes.
Ruhmkorff astatic galvanometer - This instrument, of the same type and design as one employed
by Faraday, could be used to gauge either the quantity
of a brief electric discharge or the intensity of a
continuing current by deflection of a suspended
magnetic needle.
Replica ofFarnday's revolving wire - Faraday used
the original of this device for public demonstrations
of "electro-magnetic rotations," in which a currentcarrying wire circled a magnet o1:, conversely, in
which a mag11et revolved around a current-carrying
conductor.
Courtesy of the National Museum of American
History, Smithsonian Institution
• FaradayinHifLaboratoryby Harriet Moore and
FaradayLecturing at tile Royallnstitution by
Alexander Blaikley, painted from life
Slide reproduction oforiginal paintings in the
collection of the Royal Institution.

